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The coronavirus pandemic has had a huge impact on global risk-management strategies. Many companies learned
in 2020 that their supply chains weren’t prepared for a disruption of such massive scale. Now, they’re determined
not to get caught short again.
When it comes to assessing the potential risk of a supply-chain disruption, what kinds of scenarios should be
envisioned? For COVID-19, it would appear that imaginations fell well short of what actually occurred.
Some degree of disruption was inevitable with the spread of the virus. But companies with the best chance of
minimizing the damage were the ones with a coordinated, global view of their supply chains. That broad level of
insight is what put them ahead of the curve.
If a company understood how the pandemic was unfolding and quickly learned a lesson in China, maybe it could
apply it very quickly to its operations. After all, factory and sourcing shutdowns caused by the pandemic didn’t all
happen at once, without any advance warning. In many instances, businesses could anticipate specific incidents a
few days or possibly weeks out. Those with agile supply chains could then act to lock in supply before production
and logistics networks in affected regions ground to a halt.
No global purchaser of goods can manage such a feat alone. It takes cooperation across multiple tiers of a supply
chain, with visibility of all key suppliers, to achieve the necessary agility. And if companies didn’t fully realize that
fact prior to the pandemic, they certainly know it now.
So where do businesses go from here, to hone their risk-management strategies and be ready for the next big
disruption? One highly effective technique is the establishment of a “war room,” bringing together experts from
multiple disciplines to create the necessary unity ahead of a crisis. Then, when disaster strikes, the pre-selected
team can be quickly mobilized.
One of the greatest risks to global supply chains today is single-sourcing — a buyer’s reliance on one supplier or
region of the world to furnish critical parts or products.
For all the lessons that the pandemic has taught global businesses, many remain behind the curve in assessing and
mitigating risk to their supply chains. Getting started with a strong risk-management program and allocating the
necessary resources and focus to such an effort, can be an intimidating prospect.
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The COVID-19 pandemic has proved to be a “once in a hundred-year flood” for the e-commerce sector, only in a
good way for e-commerce demand. E-commerce penetration increased by as much in the first eight weeks of the
pandemic as it did in the prior ten years, from 11% at the end of 2019 to above 30% as of the second quarter of
2020
E-commerce in the U.S. was already on a tremendous growth path prior to COVID-19, growing at about a 15%
compound annual growth rate for the last decade plus.
However, COVID-19 accelerated e-commerce growth exponentially, bringing the overall penetration of online
retail in the U.S. up from just 11% as of the end of 2019 to nearly 30% in the second quarter of 2020.
Much like the incremental growth seen in cloud computing as work from home takes hold in the U.S., ecommerce seems to be on a similar growth path to cloud computing, which in the words of Microsoft CEO Satya
Nadella has seen “two years’ worth of digital acceleration occur in two months.” It would seem that many of the
new online shopping habits developed by American consumers will be permanent and have long-lasting
implications — just look at the massive acceleration in online grocery shopping.
For transportation and supply chains, the acceleration and increasing penetration of e-commerce has profound
implications, both in terms of how products are routed and shipped as well as the buildout of countless
warehouses, distribution centers and fulfillment centers to serve this demand.
Growth in final mile has exploded in conjunction with e-commerce and the amount of parcels flowing through the
UPS, FedEx and Amazon networks show no signs of slowing as we head into the holiday season. E-commerce in its
early days in the U.S. was dominated by eBay and Amazon, but this dynamic could be changing with other very
large big box retailers such as Walmart, Target and Costco seeing accelerating e-commerce growth and growing
market shares.
There are three primary statistics to remember with e-commerce in the U.S.: Total e-commerce sales were about
$600 billion in 2019; e-commerce penetration was just 11% of total retail sales (or just 16% after removing
purchases inherently suited for brick-and-mortar stores such as fuel, etc.) as of the end of 2019; and e-commerce
is forecast to grow at a double-digit CAGR for many years to come.
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The start of every year also signals the onset of Chinese New Year, which—you may be surprised to know—always
throws a wrench in supply chains across the globe. Now, you may be wondering: why exactly does this happen?
During this holiday, every factory in China shuts down so migrant workers can travel home to spend time with their
families. While the official public holiday lasts seven days, most factories remain closed for two to four weeks—
causing shipping delays for importers that fail to plan for the holiday. Orders placed in December may not arrive
until March, so it’s critical for shippers to forecast demand accurately and plan accordingly.
In 2021, the disruption presented by the Chinese New Year promises to be worse than ever. Here are some
predicted impacts importers and exporters can expect to see in 2021
o Longer Lead Times - The ongoing pandemic will complicate shipping even more during the Chinese holiday.
Before the pandemic, manufacturers traditionally booked two weeks out to guarantee space. Now, they must
book three to four weeks in advance, a timeline that will inevitably extend when Chinese factories shut down.
o Capacity Crunches Cause Higher Rates - Spikes in freight volume also complicate matters by creating a
capacity crunch. Any capacity crunch will lead to higher shipping rates and premium charges. Because of the
pandemic, carriers now charge a premium on standard services shipping from China to the U.S. Ongoing port
congestion has also driven up rates. FedEx already announced a 5% shipping rate increase for January 2021.
Los Angeles carriers now charge a $350 surcharge per container. Shippers pay $4,000 to ship a container from
China to Los Angeles and then pay an additional $350 to get the container out of the terminal.
o Detention Terms Are Likely To Change - The container shortage will continue. Carriers began blank sailing to
prevent the spread of COVID-19, which led to a shortage of containers at key ports. Carriers shortened the
ten-day grace period for unloading and returning containers to solve this problem. But trucking shortfalls,
port congestion, and equipment shortages often prevent companies from unloading containers on time. And
companies have paid for this. 2020 has brought more detention and demurrage fees than any year in recent
history because companies have not been able to put containers back in service on time. They will pay even
more in 2021—ports are so congested that there’s no room to get containers out of port, unload them, and
return them.
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Office Depot rejects Staples’ takeover bid; proposes different plan
• There is a new twist in Staples’ years-long effort to take over rival Office Depot.
• ODP Corp., whose banners include Office Depot, OfficeMax and CompuCom, turned down a takeover bid from
Staples. The offer, which was made last week, was for $2.1 billion, or $40 a share. However, ODP opened the door to
a different deal.
Couche-Tard Drops Bid for Carrefour Following Government Opposition
• Alimentation Couche-Tard Inc. and Carrefour SA have decided to discontinue talks about a possible merger, but the
two retailers plan to look for opportunities to work together.
• In a joint statement, the two companies said among the preliminary areas of cooperation to be explored are sharing
best practices on fuel, pooling purchasing volumes, partnering on private labels, improving the customer journey
through innovation, and evaluating ways of optimizing product distribution in the overlapping networks.
Ahold Delhaize Giant launches Choice Pass online grocery subscription
The Ahold Delhaize Giant brand has unveiled a membership program called Choice Pass that offers unlimited delivery
and pickup on all grocery orders for an annual fee. Giant Direct and Martin’s Direct online grocery customers can
register for the subscription program for USD98 annually. A monthly payment alternative of USD12.95 is available, as
well as fees for individual orders.

Aldi Süd closes four regions
Aldi Süd will dissolve four regional companies in the next two years. The discounter wants to save costs by taking this
step and reorganize its logistics structure. By the end of 2022, the dealer will give up the regional companies Wittlich,
Altenstadt, Montabaur and Ketsch. A total of around 660 jobs are affected.
Is Belk The Next Retail Domino To Fall?
Ever since the Belk family sold the store chain to private equity in 2015 things haven’t worked out all that well. Now
come reports that its owners are looking to restructure its finances to keep it out of bankruptcy proceedings.
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Customer Engagement Report
• 2020 was a year of change, driving customers to require more contactless experiences and digital interactions. At a
time when demand for personalized experiences is high, the customer identity and data landscape is dramatically
changing as third-party cookies are on the way out. It’s putting real pressure on marketers to find new ways to fill
their identity graphs to serve up relevant, personalized experiences to customers.
• Merkle surveyed 800 marketing, analytics, and technology executives at major companies to see how they are
responding to these changes, what they are prioritizing, and how they are investing in the near and longer term.
Download the report to view insights such as:
• Insights
o 88% say collecting more first-party data is a high priority in the next 6-12 months.
o 74% plan to increase investment in tech to account for rising data restrictions.
o 41% of marketers don’t have a very clear understanding of the impact of privacy-related data restrictions on
their systems and operations.
o 77% say digital platforms drive their best customer experiences.

In Western Europe, a D2C shakeout is underway
• The emergence of new companies selling direct online has been a big story for some time. Like several other digital
retail trends, D2C has been further propelled by market conditions during the coronavirus pandemic.
• Shopify’s Q1 2020 earnings report noted that the number of new stores set up on its platform rose by 62% between
March 13 and April 24, compared with the prior six weeks, while the number of new stores created in less than three
days jumped by 85%. During the same period, 45% of consumers made purchases from a merchant they’d never
shopped with previously. And according to SimilarWeb, discretionary spending boosted many D2C firms in the UK
during the country’s first lockdown, especially those in the hobbies and lifestyle category.
• According to Barclays Corporate Banking, 73% of UK manufacturers said they were already selling some or all of their
products directly to end users—up from 56% in 2014. Of those sellers, 55% reported that this approach had
increased overall sales. In addition, 77% of the manufacturers polled aimed to invest in D2C during the next year.
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The online returns process is still frustrating for some shoppers
• In recent months, scores of consumers have steered clear of physical retail
locations and leaned instead on ecommerce to meet their shopping needs. But
ecommerce doesn’t always offer the same shopping experience—especially
when it comes to seeing and testing out the product in person.
• So, it comes as no surprise that returns are still a big part of the shopping journey,
and a frustrating one at that, according to December 2020 data from CivicScience.
• When asked about the biggest pain point when trying to return items bought
online, a quarter of US adults said it was having to drop their package off at a
mail facility. Some 12% said it was the hassle of repackaging the items, while a
smaller share (6%) cited the chore of printing a shipping label.
Costco tests curbside pickup through Instacart
• After previously resisting, Costco is now testing curbside pickup, launching the service at three stores in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Around 2,000 products including grocery and non-grocery items are available for purchase, at the same
prices as in-store with each order carrying a USD10 fee and USD100 minimum purchase. Costco has partnered with
Instacart, using its technology to power the same-day service, with Costco employees fulfilling the orders.
• Curbside pickup surged in popularity in 2020 as the pandemic accelerated demand for the same-day contactless
service. Grocery retailers responded by broadening their fulfillment offers and investing in click and collect services
through allocating more space in stores to fulfilling online orders and rolling out the service to new stores. Target,
Sam’s Club and BJ's Wholesale Club were three Costco competitors that last year rolled out curbside pick up
nationwide across the US.
• Costco is one of many grocery retailers partnering with delivery intermediary Instacart to offer a curbside pickup
service, with the intermediary currently working with 60 grocery retailers including Aldi and Albertsons. Brands must
ensure a strong presence on both intermediary platforms as well as retailer websites while ensuring supply chains can
cope with rapid delivery schedules to guarantee inclusion in same-day click and collect services.
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Know your import tariff and export classifications
• It’s key to understand how your products are classified under the Harmonized Tariff System (HTS) for import
purposes. Your HTS classifications will determine duty rates (including Section 301 and 232 tariffs, antidumping, and
countervailing duties), government agency requirements (FDA, FCC, ATF, etc.), and whether your products qualify for
certain free-trade agreements.
• Tariff wars will continue to be an issue in 2021, so it’s important to be able to quickly analyze the duty impact of the
countries you ship to as well as the HTS numbers for your products as it will allow you to perform this analysis.
• Export classifications, otherwise known as Export Control Classification Numbers (ECCN), will determine the export
controls on your products in terms of export licensing, government reporting and other shipping restrictions. ECCNs
apply not only to products and software, but also to technology.
• If you employ foreign nationals (H1-B visa holders), the technology they work with is known as a “deemed” export
because they will most likely leave the U.S. with this new knowledge of technology, therefore “exporting” it to their
home country.
• So, depending on the ECCN of the technology they work with, it could require an export license for the individual
while they’re in the U.S. In the U.S., we’re also going to see new regulations surrounding emerging technologies
such as artificial intelligence. It’s very possible that in 2021 we’ll see new ECCNs for emerging technologies, so it’s
important to stay up to date on regulatory changes.

FedEx to Cut 6,300 Jobs in Europe after TNT Integration
• FedEx Express, the world’s largest express transportation company, today announces proposals to resize its
European workforce as it nears the completion of the network integration of TNT.
• These proposals are part of a wider, multi-year growth strategy that enables the European Express business to
confidently build on the momentum created in recent years.
• FedEx acquired TNT in 2016 as part of its European expansion plans, connecting the world’s largest air express
network with an unparalleled European road network and a global suite of services.
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The Top 5 Parcel Shipping Trends of 2021
On the heels of a global pandemic and an unprecedented peak season, the parcel shipping industry will continue to
undergo transformation in 2021. Scarred by shipping capacity strain and carrier surcharges and under pressure to
meet changing customer demands, many companies are thinking about how they can better fortify their supply chains
to withstand future disruptions. Digital transformation across supply, returns, and cross-border e-commerce will be
key to improving the delivery experience while pivoting to new business models that reduce cost and realize growth.
Expect the following five parcel shipping trends to emerge in the coming months:
(i) Omnichannel distribution will become the new normal, (ii) Reverse logistics will be in the spotlight, (iii) Business
Intelligence will improve parcel shipping execution, (iv) Shippers will expand their use of cloud technology and (v)
Shippers will grow their carrier network.
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eCommerce Fulfillment Trends Report
With the year 2020 (thankfully) behind us, eCommerce store owners are ready to take on 2021.
Here is a glimpse at what’s trending and some ideas for staying ahead of the curve while keeping your customers happy.
From better service to flexible shipping options, these are the top 10 trends in eCommerce fulfillment this year.
1. Customers want more engagement with you - Customers want to talk with you before, during, and after
purchases and there are many ways to accommodate them – live chat, customer service line, prompt replies
and social media.
2. Dim weight - FedEx and UPS changed their processes in 2015 to account for dimensional (dim) weight for all
domestic and international package shipments
3. Customers want shipping details and options - Customers like to see multiple shipping options at checkout
along with delivery dates and associated costs.
4. Omnichannel commerce - Retailers are striving to create a seamless customer experience between their
online and offline (brick-and-mortar) stores.
5. Simplified returns - Unclear, complicated return processes translate into unhappy customers.
6. Well-defined return policies - ensuring your return policies are clear and easily accessible on your website
makes things simpler for customers
7. eCommerce forecasting - Forecasting busy and slow times in eCommerce continues to be a growing trend.
8. Subscription services - The subscription delivery model is being offered by more companies. Customers agree
to receive product orders at preset times and quantities automatically
9. Personalization / customization - Never underestimate the unboxing experience. Little personalized touches
like including a brief message or coupon go a long way – as does thanking customers and letting them know
you want to hear from them if they are not satisfied. Customers matter – make sure they know it!
10. New technology - New technology is driving more efficient fulfillment center and warehouse operations.
Increasingly robust system and software solutions are enabling users to automatically track orders and
inventory levels, easily add new SKUs, keep data secure and more.
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Twelve Post-Pandemic Supply-Chain Trends for 2021
Following are the 12 most significant trends expected to shape the industry in 2021, and how those trends will influence
companies’ strategic plans in the coming year.
Three trends accelerated by COVID-19. The global pandemic applied pressure to the supply chain in ways not previously
seen, forcing many companies to look toward third-party experts, advanced digital capabilities, and accelerated ecommerce operations.
1. Outsourcing.
2. Digitization.
3. E-commerce.
Three trends expected to resurge after COVID-19. With so many lives on hold during this difficult time, COVID-19 has
slowed the progress of some existing trends that are expected reemerge in 2021.
4. The labor shortage.
5. Intelligent forecasting.
6. Sustainability.
Three long-term trends coming out of COVID-19. Given the magnitude of the pandemic, it’s reasonable to expect many
lasting effects on the supply chain, most notably a greater emphasis on redundancy, proximity and resilience.
7. Redundancy.
8. Near-shoring.
9. Resilience.
Three short-term trends defining supply chains in 2021. These final three short-term trends shine a light on what we can
expect in the immediate future as we begin 2021, and further illustrate the ripple effects that COVID-19 and vaccine
distribution will have across the supply chain.
10. Transportation capacity.
11. The “bullwhip” of non-COVID-19 healthcare.
12. Vaccine logistics.
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Unparalleled growth in last-mile transport
• In recent years, the face of urban commercial delivery
has vastly changed. Parcel-delivery vehicles are doubleparking and blocking lanes, e-grocers such as Walmart
and Kroger, and food-delivery services such as DoorDash,
Uber Eats and Postmates are increasing their online
revenue by offering home deliveries in the downtown
core via vans, bikes and scooters in increasingly shorter
time windows. As a result, demand for last-mile delivery
is soaring and is expected to grow by 78% globally by
2030. We see five main drivers of this development.
• Cities are faced with increasing urbanization at a
historically unprecedented rate. The global population is
expected to reach 8.5 billion in 2030, of which 60% (equaling 5.1 billion people) will be living in cities.
• Increasing middle-class income and falling vehicle costs
allow for individual mobility and will add millions of
commuters per day to that figure. Unsurprisingly, mobility
experts argue that the limiting factor for urban mobility
will be land, not affordability, in the future.
• As urban density increases, congestion increases
exponentially. Some cities such as New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles have seen congestion increases of 20–35%
since 2010. Also, cities are responsible for 70% of global
emissions, to which delivery vehicles – both trucks and
vans – add disproportionately high amounts than cars.
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2021 trucking carrier outlook
1. Capacity constraints are going to continue
Capacity is tight and has been for some time. Well before the pandemic, capacity was always at the center of
logistics planning. And now, as the industry readies for the continued effects of a COVID-19 vaccine
distribution and demand on e-commerce, capacity is back at the focus. Carriers need to add capacity to
fulfill their obligations. Unfortunately, capacity is at its breaking point. In addition, one result of 2020 was
the highest savings margins among most people in decades. That’s the reality that the months-long
lockdowns have wrought. However, carriers are following in kind.
2. Pricing remains subject to uncertainty
Pricing is not going to get better in the first or second quarters of 2021. That much is clear. However,
experts do expect contract and spot prices to move closer together this year with a stronger potential
for crossover in the back half, depending on how quickly the virus is controlled. This will be a product of
increasing contract rates and slowly falling spot rates.
3. Shipping volume will remain above-average for the first half of 2021
The post-peak peak, if that can be defined, is a catch-all phrase to emphasize the typical above-average
spending patterns that arise from the onset of tax filing season. As individuals and businesses realize income
tax payments and attempt to carry forward losses, demand for more equipment grows. At the same time,
consumers may opt to use income tax payments to make larger purchases. And that’s even more true in
2021.
CSX revenue, net income falls in Q4, but OR sets a record
• CSX reported fourth-quarter 2020 net earnings of $760 million, or 99 cents per share, compared with $771 million, or
99 cents per share, in the previous year's same quarter.
• Looking ahead to 2021, CSX officials expect volumes to outpace GDP growth, with merchandise volume growth
exceeding industrial production; intermodal volumes growing faster than merchandise; and the coal market
improving from 2020 trough levels.
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KCS reports 'strong' results in Q4
• Kansas City Southern today reported fourth-quarter 2020 revenue declined 5% to $693.4 million compared with
$729.5 million during the same period in 2019.
• KCS officials attribute the decrease primarily to lower volumes related to a service interruption in Mexico due to
teachers protests, lower fuel surcharge and fluctuations in foreign currency.
FedEx downsizes Liège and finalizes integration of TNT
Four years after the acquisition of TNT by FedEx, the Memphis based Express giant released a statement on Tuesday,
January 21, announcing “proposals to resize its European workforce as it nears the completion of the network
integration of TNT.” (see slide 13 above).
DB Schenker lifts pause on truck trips to UK
• DB Schenker, which operates the largest pan-European trucking network, on Thursday resumed deliveries to Great
Britain after a weeklong suspension because of customs-related delays associated with Brexit.
• Complex new rules and fees has created operational headaches for road and air transport.
• The contract logistics and freight management arm of German railroad Deutsche Bahn said it reduced the error rate
by educating customers on how to properly fill out customs entries with information required for the first time in
more than 50 years, making it possible to get truckloads cleared again.
• Noncompliant individual shipments can hold up the entire load, leading to trucks being held back from making the
trip until every shipment is in order.
Amazon to open 5 new facilities in Quebec
• Amazon today announced its continued investment in Quebec with two new sortation centres and its first three
delivery stations in the province. The five facilities will create more than 1,000 jobs with competitive pay, industryleading benefits and career growth opportunities starting on day one. The expansion will help the thousands of local
small businesses that partner with Amazon to get their products to customers around the world.
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U.S. Xpress sees current fundamentals lasting well into 2021
• U.S. Xpress’ 2021 economic outlook, released Wednesday, sees many of the same fundamentals that were in place
during the second half of 2020 sticking around through at least the third quarter.
• “Freight markets (and the overall economy) have moved in a manner consistent with our expectations. Driver
shortages, capacity crunches, and ample freight (driven by evolutions in buying habits) were the common themes of
2020. By and large, 2021 looks to offer more of the same.”
UP posts Q4 2020 results, increases capex for 2021
• Union Pacific Corp. today reported fourth-quarter 2020 net income of $1.38 billion, or $2.05 per diluted share, near
the previous year's Q4 results of $1.4 billion, or $2.02 per diluted share.
• The Q4 2020 results include a previously announced $278 million pre-tax, non-cash impairment charge. Without that
charge, the Class I's adjusted income was $1.6 billion, or $2.36 per diluted share.
• "These outstanding results demonstrate the true potential of our franchise as we leveraged all three profitability
drivers simultaneously — volume growth, productivity and pricing — to produce record fourth-quarter results," said
UP Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer Lance Fritz in a press release.
Walmart to begin drone delivery pilot this summer
• Walmart customers along the Arkansas and Missouri state line will soon
be able to receive their e-commerce orders via drone delivery. The retailer
and drone provider Zipline International have announced that a pilot
program operating out of Walmart’s Pea Ridge, AR, store will begin this
summer.
• In the September blog post, Tom Ward, senior vice president of customer
product for Walmart, wrote that the Zipline drone would service a 50-mile
radius and could make deliveries in under an hour. Zipline’s drone, which is a fixed-wing aircraft with a 10-foot
wingspan, has a cruising speed of 60 miles per hour with a payload capacity of about 4 pounds.
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OOCL Profits are Surfing the Wave of Soaring Rates and Demand
• A very strong fourth-quarter 2020 operational update from OOCL is an indicator of the rich vein of profitability
enjoyed by the liner industry since the middle of last year, despite the pandemic.
• The liner barometer data released by the Hong Kong-based carrier’s parent, OOIL, reported Q4 revenue up a
substantial 51.2% on the same quarter of the previous year, to $2.42bn.
• Total liftings across OOCL’s four regions increased 23.7%, to 2,225,642 teu, with the transpacific up by 28.9%, to
639,034 teu, and Asia-Europe up 17.6%, to 429,144 teu.
• Shanghai Containerized Freight Index (SCFI) has seen its comprehensive reading virtually double since last summer,
recording substantial gains across most tradelanes, and no end in sight to the bull run of container lines.
• Indeed, Maersk, Hapag-Lloyd and ONE all upgraded their profit forecasts for 2020 in the fourth quarter, after the
former, for example, had issued a profit warning at the start of the pandemic.
• China state-owned Cosco has big ambitions for its OOCL brand, adding to the order of five 23,000 teu ULCVs last
March with a November order for an additional seven, for delivery in 2023 and 2024.
• Cosco is looking over its shoulder at fourth-ranked CMA CGM’s fleet capacity of 3,022,391 teu and orderbook of
304,000 teu, compared with its own combined fleet capacity, including OOCL, of 3,039,533 teu and 276,000 teu on
order.
Late vessel arrivals disrupt ag exports at Port of Oakland
Agricultural exporters say operational bottlenecks at the Port of Oakland caused by late vessel arrivals from Los
Angeles and Long Beach are even worse than they were in the fall.
U.S. Transportation Department, Supports the Jones Act
President Joe Biden’s pick for U.S. Secretary of Transportation, Pete Buttigieg, has expressed his support for the Jones
Act and its role in creating jobs and supporting the shipbuilding industrial base in the United States. The shipyard
industry and the national industrial base is critical to our national and domestic security, and we applaud Department
of Transportation Secretary nominee, Pete Buttigieg, said Matthew Paxton, President of the SCA.
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DP World Antwerp Gateway orders fleet of automated stacking cranes
• DP World Antwerp Gateway has ordered a fleet of 34 Automated Stacking Cranes (Konecranes Gottwald ARMGs) for
its container terminal in Antwerp, Belgium.
• The cranes will be an expansion to the current fleet of 20 ARMGs currently in operation. The first batch will be
delivered in Q2 2022, the last batch by 2026. This order was booked in December 2020.
Exports and empty containers break Long Beach TEU record
• The Port of Long Beach broke its annual record in 2020 and processed 8.1 million TEU despite the uncertainty caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic and the ongoing trade war with China.
• The Port’s traffic increased year-on-year (YoY) 6.3% from 2019 and this was driven largely by imports, which rose by
6.3%, and exports of empty containers, which rose by 9.9%.
• Loaded exports only increased by 0.2%. In total, the Port exceeded the previous annual record in 2018 by 22,292
TEU.
CMA CGM to expand capacity in drive to meet customer demands
• CMA CGM will increase its service offering by 4.1 million TEU with the new Ocean Alliance Day 5 Product.
• The new product is designed to meet growing customer demands and will be launched in April 2021 and offer 39
services, 20 of which will be on Transpacific routes, according to the carrier.
• It will use 333 containers, 113 of which will be operated by the CMA CGM Group, with the others spread out among
the Ocean Alliance of carriers.
• Additionally, it will add seven services between Asia and Europe and four between Asia and the Mediterranean.
Port of LA will pay container terminals for efficiency gains
• The Port of Los Angeles is willing to pay out $7.5 million to San Pedro Bay container terminals over the next year if
they turn trucks faster. The port announced this week that beginning Feb. 1, it will reward container terminals for
both improving truck turn times and completing dual transactions.
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Ocean carrier ZIM fast-tracks IPO, targets $2 billion valuation
• Israeli ocean carrier ZIM Integrated Shipping Services is striking while the iron is hot and moving fast on its initial
public offering (IPO). It plans to price its offering and list its stock on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in just a
few days — on Jan. 27. The U.S. investor roadshow is now underway.
• According to its newly revised prospectus, ZIM plans to sell 17.5 million shares at a target price of $16-$19 each.
Gross proceeds would be $306.5 million at the target-range midpoint ($17.50 per share).
Ocean freight stays hot
• The current ocean freight market continues to be powered by rocket fuel and on this episode of Navigate B2B, Ocean
Audit CEO Steve Ferreira breaks down why. As we approach Chinese New Year in the next few weeks, we no longer
have the typical forward-loaded market because every day is forward loaded, says Ferreira.
• The ocean crisis continues with pandemic-fueled consumerism dominating spending since the service industry
continues to flail under rising COVID-19 cases.

Captain
Los Angeles-Bound Maersk Essen Loses Some 750 Containers Overboard
• A Maersk operated containership en route to Los Angeles, California has reportedly lost some 750 containers
overboard in the Pacific Ocean.
• The incident occurred on January 16, 2021, and involved the 13,100 TEU capacity Maersk Essen, according to a
casualty report by WK Webster (WKW), a cargo casualty management firm. The cargo loss is believed to be the result
of severe weather. Maersk has since confirmed the incident.
• “It is reported that up to 750 containers may have been lost overboard and it is therefore also very likely that some
containers will have collapsed or been damaged in the affected stacks but remain on board. These containers will
need to be removed or repositioned,” the WKW report said.
• “The vessel is understood to be continuing the voyage to Los Angeles where it is scheduled to arrive possibly as early
as 22nd January,” it added. The incident comes just a few months after ONE Apus lost nearly 2,000 containers in
Pacific Ocean during a voyage to Long Beach on Nov 30, 2020, as well as other recent overboard cargo loss incidents.
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COVID outbreak could cripple California container ports
• Los Angeles County is at the epicenter of the current COVID surge. That county’s Los Angeles/Long Beach port
complex is simultaneously at the epicenter of America’s import surge. These two spikes are now converging as
hundreds of California dockworkers catch COVID.
• The doomsday scenario — COVID-induced terminal closures in California at the very height of the import boom — is
generally considered unlikely. But it’s being openly talked about.
• “If the catastrophic infection rates continue, there may be a need to close the San Pedro Bay Port Complex to protect
the health and safety of the workforce,” executives of the ILWU dockworkers union warned in a letter Monday to the
Pacific Maritime Association (PMA), which represents employers.
2021 freight rates may start sizzling
They’re referring to freight rates as “all gas, no breaks” after the Cass freight expenditure index jumped 13% year over
year. More notable is the rapid price increases as the Cass “implied freight rate” chart rose 6% year over year. To put that
into context, this means rates are growing way faster than shipments. And new legislation is expected to boost GDP.
US imports from Asia hit record December level
Import volumes have remained strong into the new year and may be accelerating, with some saying January’s imports
will be even higher than December’s.
Demand pressure drives up cargo rolling at Asian hubs
The never-ending peak season demand on major trades out of Asia has placed unseasonal demands on carriers and
container terminals in the region, with increasing numbers of containers being rolled at the regional hubs.
Intermodal rate hikes necessary to address congestion: J.B. Hunt
J.B. Hunt Transport Services warns customers that intermodal prices will rise more than 10 percent in some US markets
to recoup costs needed to restore fluidity to the network and support growth.
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37% of all boxes are rolled over
• More than one in three containers worldwide are being rolled over, amid an unprecedented supply chain
challenge hitting the liner community.
• Ocean Insights’ latest cargo delay statistics published show how the container bull run is wreaking havoc on the
market, with surging rollover rates across major ports during December and most major carriers seeing increases
in delays.
• The latest figures from Ocean Insights show that most major ports are seeing elevated levels of rollover cargo from
November to December. Rather than cargo flows diminishing in line with historical seasonal precedent, there are
growing levels of demand during a period that usually sees a decrease in volumes. Sourcing available containers
has become extremely difficult in recent months.
• Ocean Insights calculates the rollover ratio for carriers as the percentage of cargo carried by each line globally that
left a port on a different vessel than originally scheduled.
• “Of the 20 global ports for which Ocean Insights collates data, 75% saw an increase in the levels of rollover cargo in
December compared to the previous month. Major transhipment facilities such as Port Klang in Malaysia and
Colombo in Sri Lanka recorded 50% or more of cargo delayed, with the world’s largest transhipment hub in
Singapore and leading primary ports such as Shanghai and Busan rolling over more than a third of their containers,
last month,” said Ocean Insights chief operations officer Josh Brazil.
• Industry experts are now warning that the cargo surge could last well into 2021, with a strong likelihood that the
prevailing conditions will continue throughout the first half of the year.
• The unparalleled disruptions to the international supply chain experienced over the last year are not caused by
one party in the chain; they are the result of sudden and radical changes to the demand for goods due to the
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, liner lobby group, the World Shipping Council, stressed in a release last week.
• According to Sea-Intelligence, the dramatic deviation from normal seasonality in 2020 effectively meant that the
global supply chain shifted 5m teu from the first half of last year to the second half. Data published last month by
Sea-Intelligence showed that one in two liner calls around the world was arriving late, the poorest ever record.
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Carriers suspend some Bookings as Chinese New Year holiday sparks barge disruption
• Shipping lines in Hong Kong have warned of disruption and added costs following the reduction of Pearl River Delta
barge connections until after Chinese New Year (CNY) next month.
• “We have raised this issue with the Guangdong and Hong Kong governments on several occasions since the feeder
operators raised the red flag, saying they would suspend services between Guangdong and Hong Kong to allow
their staff to be home with their families in time for the holiday.”
• While the reduction in capacity in the run-up to the holiday, which begins on 12 February, is not new, the feeder
operators are claiming Covid and crew change restrictions mean suspending services for longer this year.
• The alert from the barge operators last month prompted mainline carriers to suspend onward cargo bookings into
terminals throughout South China’s manufacturing-rich Pearl River Delta, due to the looming lack of transhipment
options.
After Brexit, Ireland and France Cut Out the Middleman – Britain
• Confronted by red tape and delays after Britain’s messy exit from the European Union, Irish traders are shipping
goods directly to and from European ports, shunning the once-speedier route through Britain.
• “You see the shift in supply chains right here,” he said.
• All five operators connecting Ireland to mainland Europe have increased ferry services in the past nine months,
with some bringing forward planned sailings and others moving larger ships away from quieter British routes to
meet new demand.
• Millet forecast Cherbourg would handle 9,000 trucks in January, equivalent to almost a quarter of what passed
through the French port annually before the COVID-19 crisis.
• For decades, the land bridge offered Irish traders the swiftest, most reliable route to continental Europe. It involves
a short sea crossing between Dublin and Holyhead in Wales and then a hop between Dover and Calais. Every year
150,000 lorries would use the route.
• But post-Brexit paperwork and delays in customs clearance are snarling up the process, adding hours or days to
journeys and ratcheting up costs. Many companies are switching routes.
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NPD Group: Consumers Added 25 Between-Meal Snack Occasions Since 2015
• U.S. consumers are increasingly turning to fruits, nuts and ready-to-eat snack foods throughout the day as a way to
treat themselves, decompress from stress or for a quick meal, a new report from The NPD Group finds.
• Since 2015, consumers added 25 between-meal snacking occasions per capita, bringing the total number from 505
to 530 in 2020. Additionally, snack food consumption at meals increased from 21 percent in 2010 to 26 percent in
2020, according to NPD's Eating Patterns in America, an annual compilation of the market research firm's daily
tracking of U.S. consumers' eating behaviors.
Subway to bring branded products to food retail
• Subway is working with Broad Street Licensing Group, a global brand licensing agency, as it looks to expand beyond
its own retail and bring branded licensed products to grocery stores, according to a press release.
• The move comes after the sandwich chain pivoted early in the pandemic and launched Subway Grocery. Since April,
the program has expanded from more than 250 locations across five states to more than 1,500 locations in 34 states
and Washington, D.C.
• Subway's planned foray into the broader retail landscape comes at a time when the lines between the restaurant
and grocery industries are blurring as both are angling for diner dollars during the novel coronavirus pandemic.
• With grocery and convenience stores leading sales in grab-and-go items, according to a consumer survey done in
late 2019 and early 2020 by consulting firm Mattson, branching into new retail spaces may unlock new customers for
restaurants, while providing food retailers with a recognizable brand to boost shopper loyalty.
• Subway's latest partnership follows its expanding efforts to wade further into the grocery space, a strategy employed
by both restaurant chains and independents during the pandemic as foot traffic is stunted from dining room
restrictions. Last spring during the first wave of the pandemic, Subway jumped into grocery delivery and pickup,
selling bread, meat, egg patties, cheese, vegetables, frozen soups, cookies and chips and other items. Panera Bread
launched a similar grocery option around the same time.
• Now, Subway is looking to move beyond its own brick-and-mortar and online storefronts. The pandemic has taken a
particularly hard hit on establishments like Subway that rely heavily on the lunch crowd.
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New strain of virus found in Germany
Germany identified a new coronavirus mutation in 35 patients at a hospital in Bavaria, reports CNBC. The variant is
different from the ones found in the U.K. and South Africa, officials said.

Amazon Offers To Distribute Vaccine
• Amazon said the company is willing to contribute its “operations, information technology and communications
capabilities” to help President Joe Biden with his goal of vaccinating 100 million Americans within his first 100 days
in the White House.
• Amazon sent a letter to President Biden in his first hours of office Wednesday offering to assist the new
administration with its coronavirus vaccine distribution. Dave Clark, Amazon's CEO of consumer business, said the
company is willing to help by leveraging Amazon’s “operations, information technology, and communications
capabilities” to assist Biden with his goal of vaccinating 100 million Americans within his first 100 days in the White
House.
Biden signs executive order to strengthen COVID supply chains
• Shortages in COVID-19-related equipment and vaccines have prompted an executive order from President Joe Biden
to address urgent supply gaps by coordinating, monitoring and strengthening supply chains.
• The executive order, called A Sustainable Public Health Supply Chain and signed on Thursday, was one of a flurry of
presidential actions issued by Biden after he was sworn in on Wednesday.
• The order directs federal agencies “to fill supply shortfalls using all available legal authorities, including the DPA
[Defense Production Act] … and identifies immediate supply shortfalls that will be critical to the pandemic
response, including shortages in the dead-space needle syringes available to administer the vaccine.”
• The order is included in the administration’s 200-page National Strategy for the COVID-19 Response and Pandemic
Preparedness, also released Thursday. “If the federal government does not act, shortages are expected to continue,
especially in light of the lean nature of supply chains and the intense global competition for the same supplies,” the
strategy warns.
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The Guardian: WHO Platform For Pharmaceutical Firms Unused Since Pandemic Began
A World Health Organization program for pharmaceutical companies to voluntarily share Covid-19 related knowledge,
treatments and technology so they can be more widely distributed has attracted zero contributions in the eight months
since it was established, the Guardian has learned. The Covid-19 technology access pool (C-Tap) was launched in May
last year to facilitate the sharing of patent-protected information to fight the virus, including diagnostics, therapeutics
and trial data. The “pooling” of treatments and data would allow qualified manufacturers from around the world to
produce critical equipment, drugs or vaccines without fear of prosecution for breaching patents.
Eli Lilly's Bamlanivimab Can Prevent Covid Infection, Clinical Trial Shows
It's the first time an antibody treatment has prevented infection. Eli Lilly's chief scientific officer told Stat: "Of course, I
think the vaccines are more effective ... and likely longer lasting. So, this should not be seen in any way as competition
to vaccines. It should be for when it’s too late, when there’s an outbreak and people are getting exposed and there’s
not going to be time for a vaccine to work.”
Coronavirus Variants Pose Reinfection Risk, Scientists Say
• Those who recover from coronavirus infection have immunity for at least five to six months, per several early
studies, and while re-infections to prior strains were rare, new mutated strains pose a risk of contracting the novel
virus again, scientists say. One researcher has even pinned a recent case surge in Manaus, Brazil, a northwestern
city in the Amazon, to re-infections fueled by a variant strain called P.1, per NPR. While research suggests the city
already reached the herd immunity threshold, with over 70% of the population infected by last fall, the area’s
health system is now collapsing amid an increase in infections and dwindling oxygen supplies.
• At least seven California children have died from COVID-19 since the pandemic began, more than 350,000 kids have
tested positive for the virus and the number of youngsters diagnosed with a new, rare inflammatory syndrome
continues to spread. All of these stats are on the rise just as a new highly contagious strain of the virus is worrying
parents and experts alike and as the state tries to move toward reopening schools next month.
• The chances that a person hospitalized for COVID-19 will die in Los Angeles County have doubled in recent months.
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Why new COVID-19 variants are on the rise and spreading around the world
• A new variant of coronavirus has swept across the United Kingdom and been detected in the United States, Canada
and elsewhere. Scientists are concerned that these new strains may spread more easily.
• When a new variant becomes common, scientists determine the reason behind its spread. A virus carrying a
particular mutation can rise in frequency by chance if it is:
o carried by a superspreader;
o moved to a new uninfected location;
o introduced into a new segment of the population.
• The latter two examples are called “founder events”: a rapid rise in frequency can
occur if a particular variant is introduced into a new group and starts a local epidemic.
Chance events may explain the rise in frequency of several different SARS-CoV-2 variants.
• But B.1.1.7 is an exception. It shows a very strong signal of selection. For the past two
months, B.1.1.7 has risen in frequency faster than non-B.1.1.7 in virtually every week and
health region in England. The rise of B.1.1.7 cannot be explained by a founder event in new regions, because COVID19 was already circulating across the U.K.
• Epidemiologists have concluded that B.1.1.7 is more transmissible, but there are no signs that it is more deadly.
Some researchers estimate that B.1.1.7 increases the number of new cases caused by an infected individual (called
the reproductive number or Rt) by between 40 and 80%; another preliminary study found that Rt increased by 5074%. A 40-80% advantage means that B.1.1.7 isn’t just a little more fit, it’s a lot more fit.
• One surprise was that B.1.1.7 bears a remarkable number of new mutations. B.1.1.7 has accumulated 30-35
changes over the past year. B.1.1.7 doesn’t mutate at a higher rate, but it appears to have undergone a bout of
rapid change in the recent past.
• One change in the spike, called N501Y, arose independently in all three variants, as well as in immunocompromised
patients studied in the U.S. and U.K. Other changes (E484K, del69-70) are seen in two of the three variants. The
parallel evolution of the same mutations in different countries and in different immunocompromised patients
suggests that they convey a selective advantage to evade immune systems.
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What Vaccine Supply Chains Must Do to Protect Against Cyberattack
• The international coronavirus supply chain is vulnerable to cyber espionage. Two reasons for this is that
i.
It's of intense value and attempts to steal details of the vaccine and clinical testing are a way to get at your
target by going in through an unlocked window and
ii.
The fact that they've gone after, for example, a company that produces solar panels for trucks to provide
power for refrigeration to keep vaccines super cold means they're trying to disrupt the ability to deliver the
vaccine. It’s in the strategic interests of other countries for their citizens to get vaccinated, and for us to be
flailing — to not have a sufficient delivery network, because that impedes our ability to make progress
economically. It stalls everything.
•
There's not a bright line between state-sponsored cyber espionage and organized crime, where governments look
the other way. Ultimately, if there are compromises of companies involved in that supply chain, they may get
turned over to ransomware operators.
•
In the pharma industry, there are regulatory requirements needed to be met, such as HIPAA [Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act] and 21 CFR Part 11 [covering electronic recordkeeping]. Vendors serving the
industry have none. So, the really sophisticated bad guys look for a service provider, manufacturer, or vendor to
hit. There are some regulatory regimes that are trying to fix this. The more we can extend regulatory requirements
from covered entities to their entire supply chains, the more we can start to move the needle.
•
In responding to this threat right now, pharma and healthcare companies need to have a look at their own security
and align their organizations with a standard of practice. The one that's been devised to work for any sector is the
NIST [National Institute of Standards and Technology] cybersecurity framework.
•
The DOD is trying to regulate its supply chain using economic forces. It’s called the CMMC [Cybersecurity Maturity
Model Certification]. If you want to make more money [as a contractor], you will need your security papers.
•
Third-party assessment reports, even an executive summary of that report, where an assessment was conducted
against a standard like the NIST framework are non-existent in pharma and healthcare companies.
•
Regulatory requirements applied to pharmaceutical development research should be extended to supply chains.
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Maersk CEO: We expect to order first ships running on new fuels in three years
• Maersk expects to resolve safety and all other issues faced by ammonia and fuel types based on alcohols in two to
three years, clearing the way to order the first ships to run on these fuels in the next three years, the company’s CEO
Søren Skou said in a podcast hosted by Global Optimism.
• The world’s largest container shipping firm vowed to become a net-zero company in 2018 setting a major precedent
in the industry as it vowed to outperform targets set by the International Maritime Organization (IMO).
World-first home hydrogen battery stores 3x the energy of a Powerwall 2
• To get off the grid with home solar, you need to be able to generate energy when the Sun's out and store it for when
it's not. Normally, people do this with lithium battery systems – Tesla's Powerwall 2 is an example. But Australian
company Lavo has built a rather spunky (if chunky) cabinet that can sit on the side of your house and store your
excess energy as hydrogen.
• The Lavo Green Energy Storage System measures 1,680 x 1,240 x 400 mm (66 x 49 x 15.7 inches) and weighs a meaty
324 kg (714 lb), making it very unlikely to be pocketed by a thief. You connect it to your
solar inverter (it has to be a hybrid one) and the mains water (through a purification
unit), and sit back as it uses excess energy to electrolyze the water, releasing oxygen
and storing the hydrogen in a patented metal hydride "sponge" at a pressure of 30 bar,
or 435 psi.
• It stores some 40 kilowatt-hours worth of energy, three times as much as Tesla's current
Powerwall 2 and enough to run an average home for two days. And when that energy is
needed, it uses a fuel cell to deliver energy into the home, adding a small 5-kWh lithium
buffer battery for instantaneous response. There's Wi-Fi connectivity, and a phone app
for monitoring and control, and businesses with higher power needs can run several in
parallel to form an "intelligent virtual power plant.“
• At AU$34,750 (US$26,900), it costs more than what you'd pay for three Powerwalls, but
not by a huge amount, and that price is set to drop to AU$29,450 in the Q4 of 2022.
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Austal Australia introduces VOLTA series of electric-powered high-speed ferries
• Austal Australia has launched the VOLTA series of electric-powered
high speed ferry solutions, with the introduction of the Passenger
Express 46V, a fully electric-powered 46 metre catamaran ferry design.
• Austal’s new VOLTA series includes on-shore charging infrastructure
and in-service support programs for operators.
• The vessels combine light-weight, low-resistance hull forms,
specifically designed, tested and optimized for electric-power
propulsion, with state-of-the-art lithium ion batteries, Austal said.
• Austal Chief Executive Officer Paddy Gregg said the new VOLTA series of high-speed ferries represent the future of
commercial maritime transport, offering operators a cost-effective electric-powered vessel; capable of zero emissions.
Hydrogen is going to take 25% of all oil demand by 2050, Bank of America analyst says
• Hydrogen is set to play a major role in the global energy markets over the coming decades, supplanting a large chunk
of oil demand, according to Bank of America’s head of global thematic research.
• Hydrogen is an area starting to gain momentum. The EU has laid out plans to install 40 gigawatts of renewable
hydrogen electrolyzers and produce as much as 10 million metric tons of renewable hydrogen by the year 2030.
• Hydrogen can be produced in a number of ways. One includes using electrolysis, with an electric current splitting water
into oxygen and hydrogen. If the electricity used in the process comes from a renewable source such as wind, then it’s
termed “green” or “renewable” hydrogen.
• At the moment, the vast majority of hydrogen generation is based on fossil fuels. Nevertheless, recent years have seen
major firms including Repsol, Siemens Energy and BP get involved in projects connected to “green hydrogen”
production.
• The IEA says global dedicated hydrogen production amounts to roughly 70 million metric tons per year, and states that
demand continues to grow, having increased “more than threefold” since 1975. According to the Paris-based
organization, “less than 0.1% of global dedicated hydrogen production today comes from water electrolysis.”
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COVID-19 has changed which cities experience most
traffic congestion.
• More than 380 cities saw traffic levels fall in 2020,
compared with the previous year.
• Moscow now tops the world’s most-congested list.
• Many world cities are investing in infrastructure to
encourage cycling and walking.
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An Israeli firm eye a green revolution in the Emirates Desert
• The Emirates has displayed a strong appetite for tech adoption
and online services, but sustainability is also a key agenda for its goals to
evolve as a smart hub in the Middle East. As UAE explores renewable
energy sources to satiate a tech-savvy population's power requirements,
it still depends on imports to fulfill 85% of the country's food demand.
• Eyeing a turnaround for food security in the gulf, the Emirates have
initiated ambitious projects including rice farming in the desert near
Sharjah, and adopted innovations like nanoclay. The latest bid to turn
Emirati deserts into farmlands has come from Israeli startup Vertical Field, a firm that uses rows of soil containers
stacked up to form a green wall of vegetation.
• The farming technique can be deployed in the middle of UAE's evolving smart cities, since vertical farms can be
set up in offices, apartments or any space enclosed by walls. The technology involves placing soil in shipping
containers to create movable farms, where crops can be cultivated 365 days a year.
• Vegetables including basil, lettuce, parsley and kale can be grown without limitations posed by climatic
conditions, seasonal changes or geography, as vertical farms are built in controlled environments. Vertical farms
consume 90% less water as compared to traditional methods of agriculture and can be instrumental in a country
where 80% of the land is covered by deserts.
• Fully automated systems are deployed for managing the crops and to minimize human involvement.
• As part of an agreement with the Emirati government, Vertical Field will plant the seeds of its first farm in the
country in Umm Al Quwain. The project will also lay the groundwork for research and training to boost the
startup's agritech business across the gulf region.
• The deal reflects UAE's willingness to bank on innovation for cutting down imports and evolve into a tech oasis
that can sustain itself in every way. A Norwegian firm has also been able to transform the dry terrain with
nanoclay, which can increase water retention once it is sprayed on sand.
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